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This is an analysis of some of the problems a group of authors
have faced as they irere engaged in research with printed materials.
Searching for facts in books, periodicals and old manuscripts is an
activity esssitial to many of them.
IVhether the writer is one who ccm^iles and interprets events
of the past, whether he is a novelist who must create a vivid picture
of the past in order that the reader can live in it, or whether he
brings to li^t inteiresting facts about the lives of outstanding indi¬
viduals of byg<»ie years, in many instances he finds research necessary.
Sons authors spend months and even years searching for information.
These data must be relevant to the authors' subjects and as nearly accu¬
rate as possible.
Thcmas Costain spent more than fifteen months doing research for
his first novel. Ride with Me. Using the Napoleonic Era as the setting,
he wove great scenes of battle and adventure such as the fi^t on the
Iberian peninsula and the retreat of the French armies frcaa Moscow. He
c<xisuited more than one thousand volumes in preparing The Silver Chalice,
a later novel which has now been filmed.^
^"Thomas Gostain," Current K.ography (New York: H. W. Wilson
Co., 1953), pp. 12U-125.
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British author Emesrt Gebler, in a letter to the iiriter told about
the part research played in the shaping of his book Plymouth Adventure
■which has also been filmed. The novel deals "with the experiences of the
Pilgrims as they sailed on the high seas to Merican in 1620. The estab¬
lishment of 'the colony at Cape Cod and the romance between John Alden and
Priscilla irere -vividly portrayed. Mr. Gebler, now a resident of Ireland
wrote:
I -went to America after I had -wiitten PL3riaouth
Adventure. All the research was done over a
period of three years in the British Museum reading
room, London, -where there is a copy of practically
e-very book, mi^, etc. in the world. A New Sh^aid
high school teacher -who had read the book and had
also lived at one time on Cape Cod, was over here
in Ireland last month and came to see me. He would
not believe that I had ne-ver set foot on Cape Cod
before the publication of the book and no-thing I
could say would persuade him. Many other people
have been surprised to learn that so much can be
done sitting in a good research library.
Nhile writing his book Captain Caution, Kenneth Roberts used
approximately sixty books which he secured from the Library of Congress
in order to find answers to such questions as: What Indians fought at
Valcour? Who led them? Where were they from? Where did they go after
the battle?^
A re-view in the Christian Science Monitor of Mr. Roberts'
transiation of Moreau de St. Mery's American Journey revealed that the
author became aware of the need for more information about the fi-ve-
year sojourn of Moreau de St. Mery in the New World early in his research
^Kenneth Roberts, I Wanted to Write (New York* Doubleday and
Company, 19U9), p. 222.
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in connection irith the novel Lydia Bailey« As a result he suspended work
on the novel for six months and with the aid of his wife translated
Moreau de St« Mery’s American Journey Into an Ehglish version which today
is priceless to historians.^ Relative to this Mr. Roberts indicated that
the translation mentioned above contains facts .about the life of French
refugees in New York and Hiiladelphia during the period covered in the
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novel, Lydia Bailey, that could not be secured elsewhere.
Marchette Chute, author of the best seller Shakespeare of London
stated in a talk given at the American Library Association Workshop in
Chicago, that a writer should not try to r^roduce a past age for the
reader until he feels at home in it himself and to be at hcaae in a period
means reading everything one can get his hands on.^ Because ^e was able
to do research for her biogrs?)hy of Chaucer in about a year. Miss Chute
estimated the time she would use on Shakespeare at about two years. How¬
ever, at the end of the second year she found that she had nothing that
could be tumed into a book althou^ she had read extensively and
collected a large pile of notes about the subject. Consequently, she
went into a third year of research and finally she discovered where the
trouble lay. According to MLss Chute very little contemporary material
existed on Shakespeare. Host of the infoimation had been written by men
of the Restoration and it was this that had been used ly subsequent
biographers. Material of this kind is not reliable, inferred Miss Chute,
^bid., p. U78.
^Ibid., p. 352.
%ar(diette Chute, •’From Bad Risk to Best Seller", Library Journal,
Lmi (October 1, 1951), 11^85.
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for the Elizabethan stage had vanished forever by the time of the
Restoration and men of this period had no real idea of what had happened
one hundred years earlier when Shakespeare was a young man. The biogra¬
pher decided to build her book around contemporary documents only, using
nothing after I6I42, when the Elizabethan theater ended. This made her
feel that her material was reliable and that it could be proven by
contemporary evidence. Wrote Miss Chutes
In the course of writing Shakespeare of London, I
handled perhaps 10,OCX) books and articles. This may
seem like a good deal of work in preparation for what
is called a popular biography or one intended for the
general public, but the writer who works for the
general public has a much heavier re^cnsibHity in
regard to scrupulous accuracy than one who is writing
for a scholarly journal. The mistakes of a popular
writer will go farther and faster and if he is a very
vivid writer, they may even take root."^
The e3q)eriences of Ernest Gebler, Kenneth Roberts and Marchette
Chute are indicative of the fact that research with printed matter is a
vital part of the labor that goes into the production of books which we
read today. This is evidenced the success of these authors’ works.
Certain trends in the availability of materials for historical
research have been observed. Research materials on a scholarly level
are gradually decreasing in America. In a personal letter to the vrriter
of this study, Roland Bainton of the Yale Divinity School, states that
the day is fast coming idien libraries will be less universal. Wrote Mr.
Bainton:
Specialization will be the order of the day. Less
used books will be housed in central depositories.
Less used jotrmals will be microfilmed. All of this
will make use more difficult. Scholardiip by its sheer
^Ibid.
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productivity is in the process of destroying its golden
age, I shall soon be one of the survivors of the
Library Garden of Eden.
Another scholar, Louis Gottschalk, historian and professor of
modem history at the diversity of Chicago, in an article appearing
in the Library Quarterly revealed that current reference materials,
required reading courses in universities, c\xrrent serials and current
books are mounting each year, constantly diminishing space for non¬
local and non-cuirent scholarship,^ He cited three examples of this
trend. He discovered while reading a new publication of the National
Archives entitled “Federal Records of World War II,” that the collections
were being described in terms of feet of Selves and so many tons instead
of volumes. In another instance, a friend of Mr, Gottschalk who was
connected with the War Historical Commission, related that he had super¬
vised the packing of approximately ninety-three freight car loads of
documents to be shipped from the European Theater of Operations to
America, Still another historian, a fellow student of Mr, Gottschalk,
who is a government archivist stated that documents are counted ^ the
warehouse floors rather than by tons. Depository libraries share in the
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housing of these materials,
Mr, Gottschalk pointed out another pertinent fact relative to
materials for scholarly research. Special collections at certain uni¬
versities are sometimes insufficiently exploited after the death Of the
^Louis Gottschalk, "Possible Readjustment by the Scholar,"
Libraiy Quarterly, V (April, 1953), 212,
2lbid,
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person who had established and maintained the collection. A special
collection at CkJinell Iftiiversity is a good example of this. According
to Mr. Gottschalk, Cornell had the best collection in the ISiited States
on the French Revolution. Since the death of Professor Carl Becker,
outstanding French bibliographer at Cornell, the Tfeiversity made no
special effort to keep up its pre-eminence in the study of the French
Revolution. Ife related that the same thing happened at Columbia Univer¬
sity, the University of Iowa and the University of Nebraska.^
The library, one of the a gancies which stores printed matter, has
the respcsnsibility of making available as much of this research material
as possible. Historian W. W. Bishop, in a paper read at the 19i;0 Libraiy
Institute held at the University of Chicago said that the destruction of
many European libraries and the closing of others to American research
workers threw the task upon American libraries to collect and make avail-
2 -r
able the printed materials for research. “It is the mass of completeness
of our book collection which is most iDg>ortant to the research worker,”
related Mr. Bishop.^ However, he estimated that only twelve libraries in
the United States had a substantial collection in American literature
including examples of minor and major American writers and eighteenth and
nineteenth century magazines as well as contemporary periodicals.^
^bid.
Sf. W. Bishop, "Responsibility of American Libraries for the
Acquisition and Cataloging of Materials for Research," Acquisition and
Cataloging of Books by W. M. Randall (Chicago: University of Chicago




In summarizing there are three facts that must be faced. First,
some authors must engage in extensive research in order that their work
may be successful, Secmd, original materials and the accessibility to
these materials for this kind of research are gradually diminishing.
Third, libraries are responsible for preserving as much of this material
as possible.
Purpose of the Study
Historical data, materials which contain the data and services
irithin libraries have sometimes presented problems to authors. Vague
e:q}lanations. Inaccurate and contz^dicting statements. Incorrect authors
for certain titles are just a few problems caiceming data that have
proven tiresome. Certain materials for the writers' needs are not
always available through libraries. Among such materials are books, old
issues of newspapers and other periodicals, bibliographies and indexes.
At times some authors have beai inconvenienced by library policies and
insufficiently trained personnel. This study will attempt to make obser¬
vations on the following points:
1. The extent to which information important to research has
been inadequately printed.
2. Some of the kinds of materials needed most for scholarly
research.
3. Some possible gaps and deficiencies in library organization
and services.
Methodology
A group of one hundred writers was chosen according to the type
of writing for idiich each was best knovm. The assumption was that the
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types of irriting chosen woiild necessitate extensive research. Selected
types of authors were biographers, writers of historical fiction or
fiction with an historical setting, historians and writers on develop¬
ments in science and technology. Members of the last group are historians
to a certain extent. These writers were selected from biographical year¬
books, library catalogs and magazines, and the Saturday Review of
Literature, In several instances authors* addresses were fomd in the
biographical yearbooks. When addresses conld not be found, the writers
were contacted throu^ the firms irtiich publish their books.
Questionnaires were sent to the writers and each was asked to
check the information, publications and services irtiich he had experienced
difficulty in trying to obtain, Fifty authors responded. A few wrote
letters about their difficulties. Two had retired. Historian David
Muzzey stated in a personal letter:
I retired from Columbia Ikilversity fourteai years ago
at the age of seventy and I have lost all contact with
things academic, I am now drifting down the stream of
time occasionally reading as my eyes permit in order that
I may answer when St. Peter asks that which I have asked
many students, ’’What have you read?”
The information received was organized and analyzed according
to type as arranged on the questionnaiire such as historical data,
bibliographical data, sources of historical and bibliographical data,
govenuaent documents, library policies, library collections and library
personnel, findings of the study have been summarized. Whenever pez^
tinent to the sub;}ect, direct statemoits made by seme of 'Uie writers
have been quoted. These statements were obtained from letters written
to the writer by some of the authors who participated an the study.
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The fact that the library is one of the agencies iihich offers
facilities for research has already been stated. As a result of this
analysis it is hoped that the library irill become more aware of the
role it can play in the solution of problems that are sometimes encoun¬
tered by writers.
CHAPTER II
PROBLEMS AUTHORS 0JCOUNTERED WITH DIFOHMATICN AND
SOURCES OF IMFORMATICN
Types of Historical Data and Their Value to Research
Historical facts are Inv^uable to the writer iriao nrast do exten¬
sive research. In an address read at the annxial dinner of the American
Historical Association in Washington, D. C., in Decenber of 1952, J* G.
Randall, historian and president of the Association, made the following
statement:
One thing certain that we have learned as historians
is that history is an inescapable fact, that the past
cannot be erased and that it intrudes T:^on us idiether we
like or not.
To illustrate this remaric, he cited a case that occurred in
Georgia in the late 1790’s when indignation at the great Yazoo Fraud was
so Intense that the legislature required every reference to it to be
expunged. Mr. Randall isade farther ccnaments on this action:
But to expunge meant to indicate what was being
expmged so that the record remained with undiminished
eng>hasis» This should remind us that history runs
deep and that great human emotions and interests are
bound with the carrying over or it may be the avoid¬
ance of memories of the past. Distasteful memories on
one hand or wishful memories on the other have had
their effect in the popular historical process.^
^J. G. Randall, "Historianship," American Historical Review,
mil (January, 1953), k85.
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Some of the types of historical data that are useful are dates,
statistics, statements which are authentic, clear and have depth enou^
to reveal incidents Just as they happened. Dates for instance, if they
are correct can help make essential facts reliable. An esqperience of
Kenneth Roberts is an illustration of this; A librarian he called Mr.
Haraszty, sent to this author several printed statements which he had
abstracted from old journals and new^apers in an effort to piece
together evidence that J. Rousseau, one of the captured officers (called
commissaries) of Burgoyne’s Amy after the famous defeat at Saratoga on
October 16, 1777, had a wife. Close observations of a few of the state¬
ments the librarian made in his letter to Mr. Roberts will reveal the
part dates play in the search for facts.
In Hadden's Journal we find, p. 198, -under the date
Jtme 20, 1776, this entry; "Mr. Rousseau is appointed
Quarter Master to the Commander-in-Chief at Head Quar¬
ters and is to be obeyed as such." In the Orderly Book
of Burgoyne I found this single reference to Rousseau,
in the order for July 10, 1777, p. "The General
Officers -will send an account to Mr. Rousseau Commissazy
to the staff, of the number of rations they would chuse
to be daily supplied with."
The staff fomed a separate unit in the Amy. They
usually -nere located together, had their meals
____ and
drinks together. What is more likely than that on the
night in question, October 9, Burgoyne was amusing him¬
self in the conpany of the -wife of the Commissary, -who
was staying anyhow in his lodgings?
In Hadden's Journal p. UnXL, there is this passage
by Horatio Rogers;
"The London Chronicle for December 20-23, 1777 says
•There were many women and children in Gaieril Burgoyne's
canp -when he surrendered, all of whom weze ordered to be
provided for by General Gates; A retum of "the British
troops who drew provisions. Prospect Hill 22, Nov. 1777’
found among the Heath Papers, gives 21^ women; while a
provisional return of German troops about the same time
gives 82 women; making 297 women besides officers' -wives
and servants,-with Burgoyne at Cambridge, a month after
his surrender."
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The wife of the Commissary whom I believe to be
the wife of J. Rousseau was undoubtably among the
latter.^
After receiving this information from Mr. Haraszty, Kenneth
Roberts telegraphed Gustav Lanctot of the National Archives of Ottawa,
Canada, to find out if Rousseau had a wife. It was true that the officer
had a wife. Mr. Roberts wrote, ”Thus, I was justified in the use of
Marie de Sabrevois at Burgoyne's headquarters.”^ Dates in these passages
centering aro^^nd one small period helped to verify the fact that this
officer had a wife.
Statistical information is Sometimes needed by authors. One
authority pointed out that the use of statistics has become so widespread
that they are accepted as a matter of fact. The reason for this being
that in no other way can anything be described so accurately.^ Most
political can5)aigns and most praise of government policies or criticisms
of them are based on numerical data. Statistics show trends, that is,
figures for different years indicate direction of events.^
The employment of statistics from an historical point of view
can be noted in a few other statements made by Kenneth Roberts. As he
gives an account of his activities relative to his work as an author on
February 22, 1933, he writes:
^Kenneth Roberts, op. cit., pp. Ulii-I;l6.
^Ibid. , p. l4lU.
-^Carter Alexander, How to Locate Educational Information and
Data, (Columbia University: Bureau of Publications, 193^), P»
^Ibid.
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’•Touched page 119 and damned all historians.” Haddai
says the British and the American fleets were 700 yards
apart. His map shows them one mile apart. Jones says
they were 350 yards apart. Mahan says they fou^t at
point-blank range 1^0 yards.1
This shows how historians give different versions of the same
facts, thereby paving the way for unreliability. Searching for infor¬
mation in its authentic and estplicit form is scmietimes distressing.
Again Mr. Roberts proves this by a further e:q>erience which he presents
in a diary:
January 31» 1933j 1 atten?)ted to straighten out the
Valcour battle line-up, which is sadly misrepresented
in all histories and biographies. At Ticonderoga some
years ago I found a booklet, Ticonderoga in History by
Helen Ives Gilchrist, M. A. It has a section devoted
to Valcour and a Iwig imposing bibliography. Eveiy
iB5)ortant fact about Valcour was wrong, even the date.
It was fought October 11 and 13. Gilchrist has it
fou^t on the 12th. Decker is even worse in his Benedict
Arnold. I. N. Arnold’s Life of Arnold, good as it is,
blunders lamentably on the subject of Valcour. Admiral
Mahan’s account is woefully deficient. All diaries differ
but nobody notes or essplains the differences.^
In the course of research Kenneth Roberts writes of an instance
when he came across seme speculation about ragtime, and when and where
it originated. The historian he was reading thou^t that it was around
1901. According to Mr. Roberts, the Negro band in Dartmoor Prison
played ragtime in I8l5.^ The author said of the docTUBaitalists:




These ptmdits think that the 'nord "flivver" originated
with Henry Ford’s contribution to civilization and that
the word "buddy" is derived from "bedfellow." Whereas the
truth is that the verb "to fliv" has been thieves argot
for "fail" for centuries and "buddy" has been Southern for
"brother" for two hundred years
Many instances can be cited where data has not been stated
accurately and clearly and with enough depth for the searching reader
to gain s\ifficient insight for his purpose.
Of the fifty authors iriio responded to the study (see Appendix II),
several indicated difficulties with historical data. Almost half of them
ccm5>lalned of problms presented by facts which appeared to be unauthentic.
Forty per cent found complications in locating correct statistics. Thirty-
six per cent had trouble with statements which were not explicit. Thirty-
two per cent checked dates as being troublesone and twenty-eight per cent
were handicapped by Insufficient amounts of infoimation (see Table l).
TABLE 1
DIFFICULTIES THAT FIFTY AUTHORS HAD WITH HISTORICAL DATA
Number of Authors
Types of Historical Data EncounteredDlfficdties
Encountered No
Difficulties
Authentic Facts 22 26
Correct Statistics 20 30






Types of Bibliographical Data and Their Value to Research
Bibliographical data are frequently essential to writers during
the course of their research amcaig printed materials. This type of
information deals with the descriptim of books such as the author, title
and in5)rint and can be found, among other materials, in bibliographies.
Some of these lists have been discovered to be inadequate. Helen
Haines inferred that slipshod, indiscriminate bibliographies, neither
alphabetical nor chronological, giving no clue to date or publisher of
works cited, are valueless ereept as a well intended gesture by a too
complacent author.^ To be more specific another expert stated, "The date
is the most indispensable single factor in a document fixxa an historical
p
point of view. It gives proper connections."
Althou^ bibliographies are sometimes inadequate the number of
writers who indicated trouble with bibliographical information is small.
Eight lost time tiying to locate publishers of wanted materials. Three
ran into complications searching for correct titles by certain authors ,
three had difficulty finding correct authors for certain titles and three
found it annoying trying to obtain correct publication dates given publi¬
cations (see Table 2). This group comprises per cent of the fifty
writers who responded.
iHelen Haines, Living with Books, (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1935), p. 155.
2
John Vincent, Historical Research; An Outline of Theory and Practice,
(New York: Peter Snith, 1929), p. 70.
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TABLE 2
DIFFICULTIES THAT FIFTY AUTHORS HAD WITH
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DATA
Number of Authors








Certain Titles 3 U7
Correct Titles for
Certain Authors 3 1^7
Correct Publication Dates
for Given Publications 3 kl
Some of the Printed Sources of Historical and Bibliographical
Information and Their Importance to Writers
Authors nho find a tremendous amomt of research necessary prize
very hi^ly opportunities to get at the original or primary sources of
the historical and sometimes bibliographical information. According to
Miss Haines these sources are referred to as ”primaiy" because they spring
from immediate time and place*^ Examples of such are diaries, annals and
chronicles, memoirs and even documents such as treaties between nations and
constitutions. Miss Haines cites Napoleon’s personal and official correspon¬
dence as primary source material for the history of his era.^ This type of
material can yield exciting facts for some writers' needs.
^elen Haines, op. cit., p. U7
2lbid., p. i;7.
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Biographies, for instance, represent fimdamental data of history.
Miss Haines again points out that history deals with events, their reason,
their course, their relation to the past and their influence on the future.
Biography, she inteiprets, deals with hoaian beings who shaped those events,
their natures, purposes, defeats and triumphs.^ Biographies can sometimes
give detailed authentic aspects of social life at a given period. Among
examples of this, cites Miss Haines, are the letters of John and Abigail
Adams idiich reflect the American Colonial period.2
Diaries are another primary source which is also biographical.
As Miss Haines states it, "They yield factual and consecutive records of
objective e^erience."^ She writes:
Diaries of Wilfred Blount (Blunt), surpressed on
their first publication in Bigland are materials for
the political and social history of the decline of
British imperialism.^
Annals and chronicles, which are records of events year by year
or in order of time, are also useful to some writera. For instance,
Boynton's Annals of American Bookselling, 1638-18$0, which is a survey of
the first two centuries of the American book trade, gives information
about William Bradford and Benjamin Franklin, the printers.5
Treaties between nations may sometimes be needed by some authors.







other intematiaaal relations and can produce excellent infonnation for
the political historian. Constitutions and other basic historical docu¬
ments may be equally as important.
Occasionally, mateiials appear in languages which are not native
to the author wlw has need of them. K«meth Roberts compladnedj
The translation of Moreau de St. Mery’s American Journey
proved to be one of the most difficult tasks 1 ever tawjkledj
for Moreau's French was Involved, tortuous beyond belief j
and I almost went insane trying to turn Mrs. Roberts' liteial
translation of his muddy, twisted sentences into clear and
understandable Shglish.^
In an effort to emphasize the worth of a ceHain translation,
Helen Haines noted:
The seventeenth century translation of Urgohart and
Motteux, an Biglish classic, creates in its own tongue
the rushing fullness, the torrential ribaldry and gro¬
tesquely of the great jester, humanist and philosopher
of the Reiaissance world, Rabelais.^
She farther Indicated that John Florio's contemporary tranNation
of Montaigne, which is unsurpassed, contains much Elizabethan floridity.3
Translations are troublescmie if the languages have been owlpraz^y
translated. Miss Haines also pointed out that translatims sho\ild be
accurate and must transmit the spirit and flavor of the original woiic.^
Pictures and maps are sometimes used in the search for infoimation.
Pictures can in many instances set forth historical episodes. An example
^Kenneth Roberts, op. cit., p. 3^2.




is the illustrated Anglo-Saxon Calendar -which gives valuable information
about the agricultural process, the sports and the pastimes of that
period.^ Louise Greer, author of Browning and America, cited in a
personal letter a handicap which ^e faced in tirying to find pictorial
material. She wrote:
Locating suitable pictures for illustrations caused
me a good bit of trouble, for I wanted to use entirely,
or almost entirely, pictures that have some American
coimection and that had not appeared in any previous
■work of Browning. I consulted the A. L. A. Portrait
Index and the Rrick Art Reference Library, but they were
not very helpful for my purposes.
Indispensable evidence is also furnished by maps. They show the
conception of time as to the relati-ve position of geographical points.
The map of the world dating from about 1300 A. D., now preserved in the
Cathedral at Hereford, England, depicts the rivers and the seas of the
2
Mediterranean basin in the most curiously distorted shapes. One
historian found that earlier map makers sometimes drew pictures of the
characteristic animals upon the -various countries or monsters of the
deep which were said to inhabit different regions of the sea. The
historian wrote: "Sometimes -these are inproperly placed and sometimes
absurd in form, but in every case the inferences are valuable to the
historian for cmtanporary conception.^
The value of sources of historical and bibliographical data is
undisputed. However, certain writers find it a tedious job to try to




locate them. Trenty-eight authors who replied complained of trouble in
locating pictoidal sources. The other sources listed in the question¬
naire were problems for just a few of the writers. Twelve checked
memoirs and diaries, nine had difficulties with biographies, ei^t were
inconvenienced by needed translations, four checked historical doctiments
and four had trouble with chronicles and annals (see Table 3)«
TABLE 3
DIFFICULTIES THAT FIFTT AUTHORS HAD T»ITH SOURCES OF
HISTORICAL AND BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DATA
Number of Authors






Pictorial Sources such as
Portraits and Maps 28 22





as Constitutions, Treaties h
Chronicles and Annals k U6
Historical data were troublesome to a large number of the
authors who indicated difficulties. This is probably the result of
inaccurate documentation. Tzying to locate authentic data was a problem
to most of them. In an effort to get the true picture of a certain inci¬
dent, Kenneth Roberts decided to use the testimony of an on-the-spot
witness. Note the following statements he made:
21
Discovered that the historians' (including Admiral
Mahan's) references to the fleet's retreat from
Ticonderoga have overlooked or ignored Colonel Udney
Hfigr's testimony in the St. Clair court martial, so once
more wrote the fleet's getaway from Ticoneroga. I
ain't no Admiral Mahan, but Udney Hay saw it and Mahan
didn't, so to hell with Mahan.^
He wrote of another incident about which he was seeking informa¬
tion j
The New York State Historian, investigating the McCrae
murder, wrote bitterly that there were as many versions of
the facts as there were pe<q)le who had written them.2
Most of the writers who had difficulty with bibliographical
information were inconvenienced by not being able to locate publishers
of certain materials. Pictorial sources were problans for the majority
of those who checked trouble vrith sources of information.
^Kenneth Roberts, op. cit., p. 207.
2lbid., p. 259.
CH&PTEE III
DIFFICULTIES AUTHOHS EKCOINTERED WITH PDBLICATICNS
Histories and Their Value to Research
Historians frequaitly examine critically and utilize docments
which have been accepted and sometimes written by previous historians.
Such documents or histories contain information which is indispensable
to other writers such as biographers and novelists. More value is
placed on seme histories than on others because of their established
reputation of accuracy. Edward Gibbexih Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire is a good example of this. Miss Haines commented:
Gibbon's work is still uns\:^erseded, its fundamental
historical accuracy unimpaired by corrections and addi¬
tions of modem scholarship.^
Among other exan^les which may be useful to somewriters are the
Cambridge histories, Bryce's Holy Roman Bnpire, Spender's Decline of
2
of the West and Green's Short Histoiy of the English People. Aside
from giving pertinent infonaation, these sources saaetime contain maps
and genealogical and chronological tables.
Apparently, histories such as those referred to above presented
no problems to any of the authors who replied. Either the writers were




able to find and use these materials or they had no use for them. Thomas
Costain, outstanding for his historical novels, cited an esqjerience of
his concexTiing the usefuLness of such works. This can also show how
authors' needs vaiy perhaps according to the type of writing they do. In
his letter Mr. Costain said:
It has been ny experience that you get very little
out of standard works except understanding of condi¬
tions which existed in the turn of events. The really
usefbl material comes from lesser known histories, bio¬
graphies, diaries, specialized books such as a history
of medicine, costume, etc.
Guides to Historical and Bibliographical Information
And Their Role in Hesearch
One of the most frequently used avenues to printed facts are
"guides" as librarians call them, which are mainly bibliographies and
indexes.
k student at Yale University once noticed that old periodicals
in the college library were almost never used, chiefly because no one
was aware of their contents. The student, idiose name was W. F. Poole,
decided to index several sets which contained articles on many subjects
about idiich students inquired but received very little help. His first
crude manuscript form became so popular that it was necessaxy to print
the material. Thus began Poole's Index to Periodioal Literature 1802-
1881.^
Among other guides of this type are the Essay and General Litera¬
ture Index,1900-date and the Beadeiw* Guide to PeidLodical Literature,
1900-date. The Ikiited States Catalog and its supplement, the GumHlative
^ouis Shores, Basie Reference Books, (Chicago: American Library
Associatiai, 1939), p. VfTl
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Book Index, are exanples of book lists which can be used authors to
verify titles, authors and dates.
Bibliographies cover subjects such as history, science, and
biography. Butcher's Guide to Historical Literature, Intemational
Catalogue of Scientific Literature, and Helen He fling’s Index to Contem¬
porary Biography and Criticism are examples of a few of these. All of
these aid in tracing bibliographical evidence.^
Here again authors found very little difficulty. Chly two
reported inconveniences. One had trouble with Evan's American Biblio¬
graphy, 1639-1820 and the other checked Poole's Index to Periodical
Literatxu'e, I802-I88I. Most of them who made coments at all about such
publicaticsis indicated that the large libraries to idiich they had access
were well equipped with these sources. J. C. Furnas, biographer of
Robert Louis Stevenson, said in his letter, "Everything is fidi that
comes to one's net."
Usefulness of Government Documents in Research
Recognized by scholars as primary source materials, government
documents are official and authoritative.^ They constitute the best
source for knowledge of the development of people of a specific govern¬
ment, particularly for political, social and econranic matters according
to the interpretations of one scholar. A pidmaiy source for most




topics of current interest as irell as researches not available elsewhere.^
ExaD?>les of certain types of government documents are journals and pro¬
ceedings of legislative bodies, directories and registers, rules and
2
regulations, laws, reports, researches, studies and investigations.
Government publications can sometimes be hard to secure. Frequent
changes in the organization of state and federal departments, bureaus and
offices lead to difficulty in knowing where and how to get desired publi¬
cations. Lack of indexes to state and city documents is another obstacle
to their use.
A very small number of authors gave evidences of being handicapped
by a few of the publications listed. Che experienced difficulty with
Bills and Resolutions of Congress, (me checked trouble with publications
of state governments and another encountered a problem with the jtonals of
Congress, 1789-182U.
Newspapers, Magazines and Jottrnals as Valuable
Sources for Research
Periodicals such as newspapers, magazines and jouznals are
important for certain kinds of infoimation. New^apers, cwie authority
■3
found, have permanent value for opini<jn as mirrors of time."^ Local
newspapers are chief sources of local history, interests and customs of
the times.
garter Alexander, How to Locate Educational Infoimation and
Data, (New Toric* Columbia University, 1935), P» 113*
^Ibid., p. nU.
3James I. Nyer, ^ference Work, (Chicago: American Library
Associaticm, 1930), p. Uq.
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The research value of newspapers has a tendency to increase with
age. Consider the fact that the librarian who assisted Kenneth Roberts
?rith the identification of the wife of the commissary, sent him quotes
firom the London Chronicle for December 20-23, 1777«^
Preseirving old issues of newspapers is still a problem in America.
Lack of storage space and improper indexing are two of the major causes
of the difficulties.
Magazines, like newspapers, value with age. They are usually
authoritative and more satisfactory than some books. Those from foreign
countries may scaaetimes prove useful. Librarian Ralph Munn said in an
2
article over two decades ago, "Save the magazines — let the books bum."
He found magazines to be vital materials for research. Racialists
oftimes make their findings available in magazines and journals.
Sometimes publishers fail to observe bibliographical rnles about
form. This creates hindrances to the use of periodicals. Occasionally
changes are made in the volume, number and paging vrithout notice.^ Lack
of ccmiplete files of periodicals indexed can also be annoying. Author
Willy Ley, who writes in the field of palecaitology, commented in a note
to the writer*
Old issues of scientific journals are ofboi hard
to obtain, especially idien it c<»aes to foreigi journals.
Often I get the answer, "Sorry our file goes back only
to 1890," or the opposite, "Our file stops with 19U0 and
^Kenneth Roberts, op. cit.
Balph Munn, "The Library Mission of Magazines," Wilson Library
Bulletin, 17 (October, 1929), 59.
3Louis Shores, op. cit., p. 1U5»
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we have not yet obtained the wartime volnmes.” The same
is true of regional magazines published in the U. S.
Louise Greer, biographer of Bitmning, wrote:
I checked trouble with old magazines because in many
cases indexes and tables of contoits were missing or of
little value in indicating the contents of a magazine so
that I had to thumb through them page by page.
Another author, David Loth, trtio wrote the Story Woodrow
Wilson, found the condition of newspapers and magazines satisfactory for
his purposes. He stated, •’Libraries surprise me by having more out-of-
town newspapers and back files of magazines than I e3Q)ected rather than
the other way aroimd.”
Several writers encountered annoyances with types of periodicals.
Twenty-ei^t had trouble with newspapers of out-of-town communities and
twenty-six fomd obstacles in trying to locate or use local newspapers.
Perplexities arose for twenty-six as they sou^t magazines published in
America and six were handic£5)ped ly foreign magazines which perhaps were
not obtainable. Che indicated difficulty with historical association
joTurnals and tax periodicals. One listed professional Journals such as
Journals of medicine, law and architecture as being bothersome. Another
checked Journals of social sciences (see Table U)*
The findings here show that of the types of publications discussed
in this chs^pter those which possibly were needed most by the authors who
responded, wexw newspapers and magazines. This fact should encourage
libraries or other agencies concerned to preserve as many old issues of
these materials as circxmistances will allow.
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Toim Communities 28 22
Local Newspapers 26 2U
Magazines Published in
America 26 2U
Foreign Magazines 6 hk
Journals 3 U7
Government Publications 3 U7
Bibliographies 2 U8
CHAPTER IV
DIFFICTJLTIES AUTHORS HAD RITH OEGAKIZATICN, RESOURCES
AND SERVICES WITHIN THE LTBRART
Library Policies amd Resources and Their
Effect on Research
Such practices as closing and opening hours, limitations on
borrowed books and other materials, limitation of services to special
groups, and restriction on certain publications can inconvenience a
person who needs to do extensive research. Usually libraries adapt
their hotirs for service to the convenience of the majority of patrons
who must use them. For instance, college and university libraries are
opai most of the day and the early part of the ni^t. These hours are
suited to the needs of students idio must spend a great deal of time in
research after classes. Scane public libraries do not open as early as
college and university libraries. This could be due to the fact that
most of their patrons are occupied during the earlier part of the day
with their jobs and home chores. Most libraries, like a lot of other
agencies, dose for week-ends and holidays. Relative to this practice,
one author complained, ’'Sometimes when one is working against time it
is disturbing for a library to dose for a holiday or a Saturday after¬
noon.”
In oTcder to help insure the return of borrowed materials libraries
must place a limit on the amount of time these items can be kept.
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Scholarly research, however, may necessitate the use of certain materials
for an indefinite period. Indications from some of the authors are that
the larger libraries which they use are very liberal in this instance
especially tdiere credentials or acquaintances prove that the person who
desires the service is really a scholar. In his book, I Wanted to Write,
which is written in the first person, Kenneth Roberts recorded:
I spent the day packing the Congressional Library
books that Senator Moses sent me three years ago.
■ffhat library in the world would let an author keep a
mass of rare books for three years?^
For some writers to have to return their materials to the library
by a certain time proposes a grave interference with their work. Another
writer wrote a personal letter in which he stated:
I don’t know what is a fair time to let a book stay
out to a reader — but of course I’ve wanted to keep
books to nyself for months. When such a book is
recalled, I encounter a difficulty. If it is not
recalled, someboc^ else encounters a difficulty.
Oftimes libraries exist for a fecial clientele. General Motors,
DuPont, In^ierial Chemical Industries and others are a few agencies that
have libraries designed for their own research purposes. Margaret
Hutchins has pointed out that each library has not only the right but in
some instances, the obligaticn to define the groups of people it will
serve according to the circumstances of the origin of its funds, the size
of its community and the adequacy of its staff and collections.^ Never¬
theless, the libraries whose clientele has been so clearly defined sometime
^Kenneth Roberts, op. cit., p. 265.
^Margaret Hutchins, Introduction to Reference Work, (Chicago:
American Library Association, P« 172.
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have just the infoimation an author may need. In an article which
appeared in a professiwial magazine, a librarian indicated that writers
sometimes try to secure hi^ily ccaifidential infoimation that has been
beai refused them elsewhere through special librarians.^
Some libraries place restrictions on certain kinds of printed
materials. Exanples are rare books, masters' theses and Ri.D. disserta¬
tions which some institutions do not circulate. These have been listed
as inportant research materials. Vemon D. Tate, Director of Libraries,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has observed that Flagg's A List
of American Doctorial Dissertations Printed in 1912 and Doctorial Disser¬
tations Accepted by American Ihiversities, edited by Donald B. Gilchrist
are very helpful, but they do not provide conplete and easy access to
2
thesis literature. He relates a step that has been taken to alleviate
the problem. The Association of College and Research Libraries initiated
a program in 1951 in which forty-nine institutions participate. The
program provides for the publication of microfilm copies of theses.
According to Mr. Tate 8,112 dissertations have been published to date and
an average of fifteen requests per day for positive copies are received
by I&iiversity Microfilms, the central agency for publication of these
materials.3 The success of this program is proof of the value of this
kind of material.
•Hsilzabeth Ferguson, " A Memo on Writers and Special Librarians,"
Special Libraries, XLII (November, 1951)» 33U-336.




Problem of Inadequate Collections
Writers who have access to the larger libraries of the nation
very seldom encoimter this problem where books are concerned. Kenneth
Roberts wrote, "The Congressional Library to my mind is the world's
greatest, most accessible and most helpful source of information on
every subject under the sun."^ In some cases authors who respraided
mentioned such libraries as the New York Public, Pierpcnt Morgan, Widener
and several university libraries as having excellent collections for
their purposes. Anne Merriman Peck, author of the book. Pageant of
Middle American History, wrote in her personal letter:
Much of my work for books on Latin American countries
and the United States was done in New York City where I
had all the facilities of the New York Public Library
Central Brandi at ii2nd Street. Their American History
room 300 is unequalled in its collection from all the
Americas and the librarians are expert and wonderfully
helpful and cooperative.
Here in Tuscan I have the Library of the Tkiiversity
of Arizona. They are pretty good on Latin America and
excellent on the Southwestern Ikiited States, ny present
interest.
Unlike the above e35)erience of Miss Peck, one authority has
noticed the scattered condition of certain materials for historical
research. J. M, Hockett cites as a problem of research, the illogical
location of materials from a geographical point of view. Sometimes
materials on western life are found more extaasively in eastern libraries.^
Libraries have inadequate collections as far as the scholar is
^Kenneth Roberts, op. cit., p. 13U.
^J. M. Hockett, Introduction to Research in American History, New
York: Macmillan Conpany, 1935)j P» h»
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concerned for a ntunber of reasons. One reason is, as discussed by
Ernestine Rose, the tendency of some libraries to turn their attention
from the scholar and specialist in order to serve more fully the less
literate of their users. The educational functions of these libraries,
she indicated, have been interpreted seriously but often at the cost of
ne^ectlng their more Intellectual patrons.^
Sole of Library Personnel in Reseamh
Kiss Ernestine Rose, librarian and teacher, points out that the
public library is falling short of its ideals of an over-all, fully
equipped, and qualified personnel. She further statedt
The qtiality of personnel as a uholej the standards for
their training and equipment; their qualifications for
iridely varying types of voxk; schemes for the selection,
promotion, and remuneration of the staff are matters of
deep concern to aU those interested in efficient public
library work. There is no doubt that, in spite of training,
of gradual elimination of tmtralned and ill-qualified
workers, and of increased compensation over the years, the
quality of work done by the employees of public libraries
is extremely uneven in character, some being of a high order
but much mediocre and inadequate.^
Miss Rose also relates that the most li^ortant element in library
service is the librarian. Siewrites:
When he or she is indifferent — In personality, education,
or training — the library and library service are more than
indifferent. When the librarian is able, infomed, and respon¬
sive — in other words, a good librarian — the library is a
good one, regardless of how many gadgets it loay have or lack.^
Kenneth Roberts told of another eaqjerience he encountered:
I went to Detroit to get some help concerning matters
that I needed in the writing of Northwest Passage. The
librarian there contented himself by telling me that such
a book as X proposed required a good deal of research ^ more
than he was able to give me.
^Ernestine Rose, The Public Library in American Life, (New York:




The advice iihich Allan Nevins gives to studaits of history in his
work. Masters* Essays in History is passed to reference librarians by
MLss Hutchins* Paraphrasing Br* Nevins, she advises:
The referonce librarian should cultivate the faculty
of detecting facts overlooked by others, or new relation¬
ships in old facts* The mark of a gifted reference
librarian is that he finds what he wants where others have
never thou^t of looking, or have looked too superficially*
The reference librarian should be watchful for any sentence
that bears indirectly upon his subject, should be alert for
any hint of printed matter or unprinted material, and should
scretinize both the text and its footnote references for what
is not in them as well as what is* He should know something
about manuscript collections and the guides to them, and
about current bibliographical publications*^
Althou^ inefficiencies of library personnel exist, some of the
authors were generous with cospliments of the services rendered them by
librarians* Bradford Smith, author of Captain John Smith wrote in the
margin of the questionnaire he filled out: •'Most librarians are wonderful
help to writers* I do not expect librarians to know my subject as well as
I do***
Louise Greer stated, ”1 found librarians everywhere very capable
and cooperative."
Theodore Bolton, author, librarian and former teacher, quoted
John Ruricln in his letter* He wrote: "I believe that failure is less
frequently attributable to either insufficiency of means or inpatience
of labour, than to a confused understanding of the thing actually to be
done." In cmiapazdng his experiences as a teacher to that of librarian,
he said:
The blame, as I see it, does not lie with the instructors*
They are doing their level best against the odds of the
erroneous idea of the general public that all students are
capable and interested in their stxuiies* They are not. I
speak as a former teacher* The libraries are also doing their
^Margaret Hutchins, op* cit*, p* 63
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level best and do their speedy utmost to serve the
student and author. As an author I find if there
is any difficulty, it lies within me.
Miss Peck -wrote, " I have never known more helpful librarians,
always ready to send to other libraries for books you want if they
don’t have them."
On the other hand, some authors were disturbed by problems with
library policies, collections and personnel. Fifteen were inconvenienced
by libraries closing -boo early in the evenings. Ten were annoyed by the
time limit on borrowed materials. Restrictions on certain publications
were distressing to eight. Six found as a barrier, instances where
services were designed for a special group, and four were handicapped
by late opening hours of libraries.
Relati-ve to library collections and personnel, ten foimd materials
geographically Inaccessible and six complained of limited collections.
Ten indicated that the librarian's lack of knowledge of subjects in quest
of produced the difficulty and eight blamed the librarian's lack of
resoTircefulness.
Thus the closing time of libraries was an interference to the
•work of most of the authors who conplained of difficulties with the
organizatiOTi and services -within the library. Limitations on the amount
of time materials can be kept, inaccessibility of resources and the
librarian's unfamiliar!ty with the subjects were problems for the next
hipest number of writers (see Table $)\
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TABLE $
DIFFICULTIES THAT FEFTT AUTHORS HAD WITH ORGANIZATIOM,








Early Closing Hours 35
Short Limitation on Borrowed
lilaterials 10 ho
Hestid-cted Publications 8 142
Services Restricted to a
Special Clientele 6 Uli
Late Opening Hours h 146
Library Collectims
Geographical Inaccessibility
of Resources 10 I4O
Inadequate Collecticsis 6 i4l4
Library Personnel
Librarian's Lack of Khowledge
of the Subject 10 UO





Data Inadequately Docxmented*—* This study supports evidence that
certain printed data have been erroneously recorded. Historians some¬
times give different versions of the same facts. Nearly half of the
writers complained of unauthwitic facts and incorrect statistics. Many
reported vague explanations of data, incorrect dates and insufficient
amounts of infoimation.
Materials Needed Most for Scholarly Research.— Fr<MB this stu(^
it can be concluded that materials which are highly useful are pictorial
sources of historical and bibliographical data, old issues of local and
out-of-town newspapers, and magazines. More than half of the authors found
need of all these materials.
Gaps and Deficl^cies in Library Services.— According to this
group of authors, gaps and deficiencies in library organization and
services are not accute. However, over one-third of the writers felt
that the libraries closed too early in the evenings and one-fifth of them
needed longer periods of time to use the materials they borrowed. About
one fifth felt that regional and local infomaticxi could be made more




Little can be done directly by librarians to correct data -which
is false and insufficient. Howe-ver, if librarians are more alert, they
can test the valiie of materials and more effectively help authors to
find data that is reliable. In time librarians may also influence the
suppression of -unreliable data, and the increased publication of material
Tjhich is desirable,
A union list of portraits and a similar one for maps of all ages
mi^t help to alle-riate the difficulty of locating pictorial sotirces.
Librarians could do much to solve this problem. The use of microfilms
has helped to ease the problem of newspaper accessibility and storage.
However, the problem of making them available still exists. Perhaps a
cooperative plan could be developed or requests from serious minded
librarians might effect the establishment of a fecial agency to handle
and distribute old issues of newspapers and magazines.
Althou^ a lot of the probl«ns -that au-bhors encounter with library
organization and services may be the result of their own lack of resource¬
fulness, attention should be given by librarians to a few of the deficien¬
cies that exist. It is reastsiable to agree that libraries must have
stipulatiOTis concerning hours for closing and the amount of time materials
can be kept. On the other hand, if the librarian finds, through credentials
or otherwise, that a scholar or author needs special consideration,
reasonable ccxicessions ^ould be made. Some libraries do engage in this
practice.
Librarians should beccane more concerned about b\iildlng collections
(Ki local and regional history. They are in a position to do the best job
on the contemporary basis. According to Miss Hutchins, some of the
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materials that may be represented In a local collection are booksj
panq>hlets» periodicals^ maps* pictuires^ various kinds of photographic
reproductions of rare materials, manuscripts including letters and
press books, and boimd and unbound documentary records.^
A. librarian interested in research, needs an encyclopedic mind.
Louis Shores listed several qualifications for a reference librarian
2
and at the top of the list is a "broad and general education." Librarians
should concern themselves with becoming familiar with all subjects by
reading and by developing the habit of inquiring about all fields of
knowledge.
Librarians and writers can and should cooperate. Writers can
challenge librarians to be more efficioit and resourceful and librarians
can strive to understand more deeply the needs and problems of the
writers. This should help extract much of the stress and strain from
the work of scholars as they engage in research.
^Ibid., p. Ih7»
2
Louis Shores, op* cit,, p* 393*
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A STUDY OF THE KEFFTCULTIES 01 COUNTERED BY A GROUP OF AUTHORS
IN DOING RESEARCH TOTH PRINTED MATTER
Research with printed materials is very vital to the work of most
authors who must constantly explore subjects in the search for facts.
ScMae authors have met with difficulties in trying to obtain such facts.
Finding correct dates, titles and authors, locating original sources of
historical data such as memoirs and diaries can present problems.
This thesis hopes to reveal such problems faced by authors in
their search for facts. With this in mind please check the data, publi¬
cations and conditicKis with which you have had trouble.
Indicate by a check ( ) in the space at the right the data and
publications which you have had difficulty in trying to obtain or condi¬
tions which have interfered with your success in securing needed Infonna-
tion.
If of no importance to you, please Indicate by a minus ( — ) in






3. Authenticity of facts about infozmation you needed
______
U. Clear explanations of facts5.Sufficient amount of information about the
desired subject
B. Bibliographical data
1. Correct authors for certain titles
2. Correct titles by certain authors
___
3. Correct publication dates for given publications
_____
li. Publishers of wanted materialsC.Sources of historical data (also biographical)
1. Chronicles or annals
2. Memoirs or diaries
3* Genealogies
U. Biographies
5* Historical documents such as treaties between
nations, proclamations, constituticsis
6. Translations of essential sources




1. Cambridge Ancient History
2. Cambridge Medieval History '
3. Cambridge Modem History
Sarton. Introduction to the History of Science ]
£• Guides to historical and bibliographical data
1. Poole’s Index to Periodical Literature, l802-l88l
2. s Supplement, Jaa» 1, 1882 - Jan 1, 1907
3. Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature, 1900-date
Annual Literary Index, 1892-190U
5* International Index to Periodicals, 1907-date
6. Essay and General Literature Index ( and supple¬
ments) 1900 - date
7. New York Times Index, 1913-date
8. TSiion List of Serials in Libraries in the Ifeiited
States and Canada. 19l4.3« And Supplements
9. A.L. A. Catalog. 1926. And Supplements.
10. The A. L. A. Booklist, 1905-date
11. IMited States Catalog, 1912-1928
12. CTMulative Book Index, 1928-date
13* Evans. American Bibliography, 1639-1820 (dates
covered)
lU* Sabin. Dicticaiary of Books Relating to America
from its Discovery to the Present Time
15. Co-ulter. Historical Bibliographies
16. Butcher. Guide to Historical Literature
17. Griffin. Writings on American History, Cl906-19U8]
18. Keller. Dictionary of Dates
19* Steinberg. Historical Tables [58 B.C.-19U53
20. Annual Register, 1758 - date
21. DeFord. Who Was When? [50 B. C, - 1938]
22. Index Translaticnum, 1932-19U0j 19U8-1950. [TJNESCO]'
F. Magazines (back issues)
1. Magazines published in America which may yield
in?)ortant information for yo\ir puipose
2. Magazines published in foreign countries which
may give facts that meet yo\ir needs
G. Newspapers (back issues)
1. Local newspapers that may be essential for your
p\irpose
2. Newspapers from other conmunities idiich may





U. Others you care to list
I.Government documents
1. Annals of Ccxigress, 1789“l82lt
2. Register of Debates, I82lt-l837
3. Congressional Globe, 1833-1873
U» Congressional Record, 1873-date
Hearings of Committees of each Congress
6. Bills and Resolutions of each Congress
7. U. S. Bureau of Census. [Decennial Censuses] 1790-
date
8. « Statistical Abstract, 1878-date
9. Publications of other divisions of the Federal
Government
10. Publications of state governments
11. Publications of municipal governments
12. Poore. Descriptive Catalog of the Government
Publications, 1771-1881
13. Ames. Comprehensive Index to the Publications
of the United States Government, 1881-1893
lii. United States Superintendent of Dociiments,
Monthly Catalog of U. S. Public Documents, 1889-
date
Organization, Resources and Services within Libraries
A.Policies
1. Opening too late in the mornings
__
2. Closing too early in the evenings ~
3. Time limit on borrowed books too short ~
li. Services limited to a special groiip of readers
5. Restricted publications (confidential and otherwisej
6. Other restrictions (Please itemize)B.Book collection
1. Collection too limited
2. Resources geographically inaccessible such as
materials on western life stored in eastern
libraries
C.Personnel
1. Librarian's lack of knowledge of the material you
needed
2. Librarian's lack of resourcefulness in locating
needed material
AFpmmx II
AUTHORS IfHO RESPCMDED TO THE INQUIHI
1. Albion, Robert G.
2. Anthony, Herbert
3. Bainton, Roland




8. Burns, Edward M«











20. Holzman, Robert S.
21. Jaffe, Bernard
22. Keyes, Frances P.
23• ELrk, George
2h» Latourette, Kenneth
25. Lemon, Hanrey B.
26. Ley, Willy
27* Lodge, L. C.
28. Loth, David
29. Muzz^, David S.
30. Kevins, Allan
31. Palmer, Frederick
32. Peck, Anne Merriman
33* Pratt, Fletcher
3U» Roberts, Kenneth
35. Robinson, Charles A.
36. Sarton, George
37» Schoonover, Lawrence
38. Sellers, Charles C.
39• Seifert, Shirley
110. Smith, Bradford
111. Splller, Robert E.
112. Struik, Dirk Jan
li.3» Symons, Julian
llli. Thon^Json, J. M.
Thorpe, Willard
11.6. Townsend, Herbert
11.7. Van Every, Dale
I18. Warren, Robert P.
U9« Weber, Carl
50. Wlnwar, Frances
hS
